Color and Appearance Division - SPE  
Minutes - Board of Directors  
September 10, 1970 - Cleveland, Ohio

Present: Charvat, R. A.  
          Chute, R. W.  
          Czech, F. R.  
          Dickenson, J.  
          Kasha, E. E.  
          Komar, L.  
          Longley, W. V.  
          Papillo, P. J.  
          Popielski, D. A.  
          Reeve, T. B.  
          Schwartz, H. F.  
          Simpson, J. E.  
          Slack, Jr., W.  
          Zabel, R. H.

1. Chairman's Report (W. V. Longley)

   SPE will promote survey to SPE members during Nov./70 to determine their preferences for division affiliation. Currently nine divisions have been accepted - four in formation stages.


   Meeting scheduled for Nov. 9, 1970. Will review committee activities; accept nominations for "SPE International Award" - recognition of individual who has contributed in an exceptional manner in the field of coloring of plastics. $1000 honorarium. Award winner must be present at ANTEC to accept award and present lecture.

   Alternate Councilman not appointed/elected as yet.

3. Newsletter Material - under the direction of H. Schwartz

   First Newsletter issued - August 1970.
   Approved motion to publish Spring and Fall, 1971 issues; motion by Charvat - seconded by Dickenson.
   Mailing list of 750-800 names available; less than ½ of list are SPE members.
   Items for Spring 1971 issue should be available by Nov. 1, 1970. Edited copy should be submitted to SPE - Conn. by Nov. 13. Mailing to membership should be targeted by Christmas. If the mailing can be effected in Dec., 1970, the SPE will handle printing and mailing expenses; if in January, the CAD will be responsible for these expenses.
Newsletter contents might include:

Membership forms for CAD and SPE  
Article regarding membership affiliation  
CAD scope  
RETEC & ANTEC reports and announcements  
Educational courses  
Committee reports (ISCC, ASTM, etc.)  
FDA comments  
News articles - new developments  
Gossip columns - retirements, job changes, awards, etc.  
Technical paper applicable to color; perhaps a translated paper  
Letters to the editor  
Listing of new members after a "final" membership list is published.

4. Technical Programs (New Chairman of Tech. Program Committee - Emil Albanese - Sun Chemical)

NATEC - St. Louis, Nov./70; E. E. Kasha will moderate session #7 on Nov. 12. Of 6 papers solicited by CAD, 2 were not submitted; 3 rejected by reviewers; 1 accepted. Some discussion indicated criticism toward the NATEC reviewers for not including the CAD in the reviewing program.

RETEC - January 26, 1971 - Cleveland
Eight paper proposal on hand:

"Fundamental Physical Properties Underlying the Color of Plastics" - Stearns, E. I., American Cyanamid Co.
"Pigment/Solvent Dispersions for Surface Coating" - Petke & Hess, Cities Service
"Daylight Fluorescent Pigments in Plastics" - Gray, T. J., Dayglo Color Corp.
"Criteria for Pigment Dispersions for Plastisols" - Miller & Gerson, Podell Ind.
"Control of Pigments for High Temperature Plastics" - Webber, T. G., DuPont
"Effect of Pigment Concentration on Color Difference" - Keay & Chartyard, Allied Chemical
"Incoming Pigment Quality Control" - Laycock, W., Ampacet Corp.

Papers should be on hand by Nov. 1; review committee to be established - probably that for the DCMA will be employed; 2 moderators will be required for this full one day session. Question open regarding pre or post print of papers.
As of 9/9/70, following papers have been received:

"Titanium Dioxide Pigments For Plastics - Interaction, Wanted & Unwanted" - Dyer, Tioxide of Canada
"A Guide To The Selection of Colorants for PVC" - Graff, Ciba Chemical
"Engineered Pigment & Polymer Concentrates" - Sonn, Inmont
"Decorating Rigid Plastics" - Skeels, Art Decorating Co.
"Plastics Coatings Via Electrostatic Deposition - The Emerging Leader in the Metals Finishing Industry" - Savage, De Vilbuss Co.

Additional papers will be accepted for consideration if submitted by Dec. 1/70. For information, contact:

John O'Toole (201-538-8000)
Allied Chemical
Morristown, New Jersey

A suggestion was made to divide the Program Committee into two sub-committees, Antec and Divtec. General papers for Antec and specific subjects for Divtec. The Program Committee will consider this and make a recommendation.

There was a discussion of possibly using workshop approach to Divisional Conference. Perhaps two days, papers one day and workshop the next. The chairman directed the Technical Program Committee to pursue this as an approach for coming Divisional Conferences and make a proposal at the next Board Meeting.

5. Financial (M. M. Gerson; Chairman Finance Committee - CAD)

9/9/70 report noted income of $783.50; anticipated expenses of $477.00; surplus of $306. Suggestions for improving finances were listed as -

a. Increase in membership.
b. Advertisements in Division publications - if permissible.
c. Division luncheon or dinner at NATEC or ANTEC.
d. Sponsor own RETEC or DIVTECS
e. Institute separate set of divisional dues
f. Set up review course for coloring of plastics in the form of a 2 day RETEC. Potential may be in the order of $2000 - $5000 per program.

Regarding item F, it was suggested that the Educational Committee review the possibility of educational seminars as sources of funds.

Budget accepted as proposed.
6. **Nominating Committee** (R. Charvat)

Scheduled to prepare slate of nominations at the January 1971 Board Meeting for new officers. Also, it will be necessary to have a listing of 10 for the 5 on the Board whose terms are expiring and six nominees for the Technical Program Committee.

In addition to new names, the following should be considered for the above positions:

- Schneider, M.
- Schwartz, H. F.
- Webber, T.
- Gutbezahl, B.
- Saltzman, M.
- Clackum, G.
- Cole, F.
- Gerson, M.
- Foster, R.
- Davidson, L.

7. **Next Meeting**

January 26, 1971, directly after the RETEC in Cleveland.

Respectfully submitted,

L. C. Komar  
Secretary, CAD - SPE
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